Spring Election 2019
Unofficial Results

*All Candidates who ran uncontested win by acclamation*
*Please be aware that these results are UNOFFICIAL and the final results will be posted next week*

**Executive Branch**

Student Body President and Vice President

Evan Steinberg and Stephanie Lee – The Amplify Movement 51.7%
Carlton R. DiSalvo and Richell De Jesus – The Unite Party 48.3%

Student Body Treasurer

Caleb Dawkins – The Amplify Movement 53.5%
Dominique Hoffman – The Unite Party 46.5%

**Senior Class Council**

President, William Cutts – The Amplify Movement 50.8%
President, Patrick Martin – Legacy 49.2%
Vice President, Kaitlin Price – The Amplify Movement 52.2%
Vice President, Bryce Nichols – Legacy 47.8%
Secretary, Manuella Ribas Andrade – The Amplify Movement 50.1%
Secretary, Julia McFadden – Legacy 49.9%
*Treasurer, Chloe Harden – The Amplify Movement

**Senate**

*Arts and Sciences Seat 2, Caleb Rowan – The Unite Party
Arts and Sciences Seat 4, Brendan Gerdts – The Amplify Movement, 53.1%
Arts and Sciences Seat 4, Logan MacMillan – The Unite Party, 46.9%
Arts and Sciences Seat 6, Shayna Cohen, The Amplify Movement, 57.2%
Arts and Sciences Seat 6, Gregory Short, The Unite Party, 42.8%
*Arts and Sciences Seat 19, Ryan Villacorta – Legacy
*Business Seat 2, Nick Schaler – The Amplify Movement
Business Seat 4, Franki Lafontant – The Amplify Movement, 55.3%
Business Seat 4, Bret Williams – Independent, 44.7%
Business Seat 6, Connor Donnelly – Legacy, 53.2%
Business Seat 6, Paxton Rhoads – The Amplify Movement, 46.8%
*Criminology & Criminal Justice Seat 2, Angie Beatriz Mella – The Unite Party
Engineering Seat 2, Nicholas Jungers – The Unite Party 51.5%
Engineering Seat 2, Adrian Moya – The Amplify Movement 48.5%
*Human Sciences Seat 2, Maximilian Fisher – The Unite Party
Social Sciences Seat 2, Alyssa Johnston – The Unite Party 45.0%
Social Sciences Seat 2, Jonathan Greenstein – The Amplify Movement 37.7%
Social Sciences Seat 2, Destiny Ferguson 17.3%
Social Sciences Seat 4, Emily Durham – The Unite Party 53.4%
Social Sciences Seat 4, Nastassia (Tazzy) Janvier – The Amplify Movement 46.6%
Social Sciences Seat 6, Michael Angelo Garcel – The Unite Party 64.8%
Social Sciences Seat 6, Felipe Objio – Independent 35.2%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 2, Emma Jo McAuliffe – The Amplify Movement 53.3%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 2, Isabel Quililan – The Unite Party 46.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 4, Ahmad Omar Daraldik – The Amplify Movement 48.0%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 4, Lewis Mizen – The Unite Party 42.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 4, Nikita Velmakin – Independent 9.2%
*Undergraduate Studies Seat 6, Madison Mougey – The Amplify Movement
Undergraduate Studies Seat 8, Jaylen Baxter – The Amplify Movement 48.4%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 8, David Stephenson – The Unite Party 42.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 8, Bill Galvano – Independent 8.9%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 10, Amy Morales – The Unite Party 52.4%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 10, Ni’A Landon – The Amplify Movement 47.6%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 12, Jonathan J Levin – The Amplify Movement 46.2%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 12, Allison Laudadio – The Unite Party 44.1%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 12, Bre’Onna Brewer 9.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 14, Meredith Harris – The Amplify Movement 50.9%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 14, Danielle A Bromfield – The Unite Party 49.1%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 16, Cameron Fink – The Unite Party 51.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 16, Luke Reosti – The Amplify Movement 48.3%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 18, Asia Lavender – The Amplify Movement 53.3%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 18, Gavin Jones – The Unite Party 46.7%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 20, Jimmy Fray – The Amplify Movement 50.1%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 20, Nia Roberts – The Unite Party 49.9%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 22, Asia Warren – The Amplify Movement 52.0%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 22, AJ Heflin – The Unite Party 48.0%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 24, Kellen Long – The Unite Party 52.3%
Undergraduate Studies Seat 24, Mason Mischler – The Amplify Movement 47.7%

**Union Board**

Ally Ingraham – The Amplify Movement 6.4%
Leah Dombroski – The Amplify Movement 6.3%
Isabelle Gonzalez – The Amplify Movement 6.2%
Bruna Conceicao – The Amplify Movement 6.2%
Breeana LaQuea – The Amplify Movement 6.0%
Valentine Lindsay – The Amplify Movement 5.9%
Aline Dort – The Amplify Movement 5.9%
Emany Desinor – The Amplify Movement 5.9%
Marianne Vidale – The Amplify Movement 5.9%
Thomas Driscoll – The Amplify Movement 5.8%
Sebastian Antonio-Torres – The Unite Party 5.8%

Chelsea Cordek – Legacy 5.8%
Jacob Botel – The Unite Party 5.8%
Stephen Marante – The Unite Party 5.7%
Daniel Harkins – Legacy 5.6%
Emery Lowden – Legacy 5.5%
Ricardo Moreno – Legacy 5.3%
Constitutional Amendments

Constitutional Amendment Amendment 1

Statement of Intent: The purpose of this Amendment is to replace existing instances within the Student Body Constitution of “He, Him, His, She, Her, Hers” with “They, Them, Their, Theirs”.

Article III, Section 2, C. changing “him or her” to “them”
Article III, Section 2, D. changing “him or her” to “them”
Article III, Section 3, D. changing “him or her” to “them”
Article III, Section 3, I. changing “his” to “their” and “he has” to “they have”
Article III, Section 4, A. changing “his or her” to “their” and “his or her” to “their”
Article IV, Section 3, B. 2. changing “his” to “their”
Article IV, Section 3, B. 3. changing “his” to “their”
Article IV, Section 5, A. 5. changing “he/she is” to “they are” and “he/she is” to “they are”
Article IV, Section 7, changing “him/her” to “them”

Do you agree with the changes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>4,854 65.5%</th>
<th>Did not pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>2,554 34.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amendment 2

Statement of Intent: The purpose of this amendment is to ensure that future amendments made to the Student Body Constitution are gender neutral. While Student Government Statutes mandate Statute revisions to remain gender neutral, no such requirement exists for the Student Body Constitution.

SECTION 5 GENDER NEUTRALITY Amendments to this Constitution, either through the Student Senate or Referendum, must use gender neutral language. 1. Gender neutral language shall be defined as the pronouns “they, them, and their(s)”

Do you agree with the changes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>4,923 66.4%</th>
<th>Did not pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>2,490 33.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>